LEARN SOMETHING NEW
WHILE DETOXING FROM LAW SCHOOL:

- MAKE A TI MAILE LEI
- MAKE TAN TAN RAMEN
- WRITE A LIMERICK
- KEEP A SUCCULENT ALIVE
- HOST A BOOK CLUB

Thinking about thinking about your SYS?

Here's a checklist to work through to start developing a topic if you are antsy to get started...

- YOU – ask yourself what you care about and what areas of law interest you to find a topic you can commit to for several months
- Talk with doctrinal professors and practitioners familiar with your area(s) of interest
- Read about a circuit split (Bloomberg BNA United States Law Week, Seton Hall Circuit Review)
- Consider recent Supreme Court cases that create ambiguities
- Check out law blogs (ABA Journal Blawg Directory of 4500 Law Blogs, Law Professor Blogs Network, Ninth Circuit Blog)
- Keep tabs on legal news (Westlaw News, Lexis Advance: Law 360, Bloomberg Law: In Focus)
- Get familiar with the UH Mānoa databases